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Lesson #3: Direction 
 

Target Audience:  4 & 5 year olds 
Space:  studio 
Length of time:  45 minutes 
Materials:  Music: Brain Bop, AlphaBeat, Songs for Dancing by Kate Kuper  
Pre-class props and music: pool noodles and pop toobs, any lively music 
 
Warming Up     Duration     
Warm up     10 minutes 
Whatever the warm up, use the ‘viewing lens’ of direction in space throughout, to introduce the vocabulary 
implicitly.  
  
Transition: Come to the board; sit ready position 
 
Intro to Concept   Duration      

 5 minutes  Live Singing 
 
See, hear, say and do direction concepts at the board. (Up/Down, Forward/Backward, Side to Side) 
 
In center, to the tune of “You Are My Sunshine,” explore different directions moving through space.  
“We’re moving forward, we’re moving forward, we’re moving forward through the space, we’re moving 
forward, we’re moving forward, as we move from place to place.” 
Repeat with backwards and sideways.   For up and down: “ We’re moving up now, we’re 
moving down now, we’re moving  up down through the space.  We’re moving up now, we’re moving 
down now, as we move from place to place.” 
 
Vary locomotion.  (Can also play with size and level, referencing previous lessons) 
 
Transition: Sit ready position. 
Explore  Duration   Music  
Sodeo   7 minutes   AlphaBeat #1 
 
“Sodeo” – Move forward 8 cts.  “Step back sally” Backward  8 cts. side/side/quick-quick-quick/ Tilt, lean, 
jump, reach or point side to side (R, L, alternate 3 times quickly; repeat starting L). On “called the doctor” 
choose a direction to reach for the “telephone”  (up, down, front, back, diagonal….). “Aches and pains” in 
different body parts: stomach, back, head.   Side to side repeat.  Ask them where the phone is (up or down?) 
Repeat from the top.  “Aches and pain”: elbow, knee, head.  Side to side repeat.  Then travel forward on 
“sodeo” for 4 sets of 8 cts, adding more body parts shakes as your travel each set of 8: hands, arms, spine, 
whole self.  End in freeze shape! 
 
Reflection: When did we move forward? Backward? Side to side? Up? Down? (Show or 
tell) 
Transition: Form a line. 
 
Developing Skills  Duration   Music   Props 
Leaping  5 minutes Songs for Dancing: Free Dance dots, cones 
 
Talk about your feet first! Brush, push, land.  Use the rocket boosters under your buns to go up! 
Shapes at the beginning and end demonstrate understanding with body parts pointing in a specific direction. 
(Teacher led, with student input, to decide on direction for shapes)  
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Transition: Find a spot for resting. 
 
 
 
Resting   Duration  Music   
Constructive Resting  3 min.   Brain Bop Tracks #13 & # 14 or Songs for 
Dancing, Resting (Instrumental or Voice Prompted) 
Children lie on floor, resting for duration of one song.  Lights out or low. Teacher gently goes around and 
manipulates the limbs. 
 
Transition: Make a group circle.  
 
Creating  Duration  Music      
   10 minutes  Any lively music with a steady pulse 
From a circle  
Four walk (skip, etc) in, arms rising – 4 jumps in place – bwds out – directional body 
shape (4 cts.)  
Repeat, w/side ways jumps r 
Repeat w/sideways jumps l 
 
Variations for creating: Decide which direction you will walk/skip/gallop, which 
direction you will jump, which way you will travel back to your spot, your ending shape.  
Layer changing locomotion and emphasize ups and downs for jumps.  
 
Divide the group into Watchers and Do-ers to see the dance.  
Reflection: When did you see forward movement? Backward? Sideways? Up? Down? 
 
Transition: Make a group circle.  
 
Activity   Duration    
Closure   5 minutes 
 
Reviewed what we did, what we liked, what we remembered.  Dance to the door in small groups by 
directional movement preference. “If you liked moving sideways, stand up and move sideways to the 
door.”  Etc. 
 
 
 
 


